
WINCHESTER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

Supply Lists: 2017-2018 

 

All Supplies Needed the First Day - Marked with Student's Name 

 

Second Grade 

 

❖ 1   -  Elmer's Glue Bottle 

❖ 3   -  Glue Sticks (Clear or White) 

❖ 2   -  Zipper Bags for Crayons and Pencils 

❖         Erasers  (Several) 

❖         Pencils - lots! (Ticonderoga only) 

❖ 2   -  Highlighters (Different Colors) 

❖ 1   -  Pair of Scissors (Metal and Pointed) 

❖ 1   -  Box of 24 Crayons 

❖ 1   -  Box of Kleenex 

❖ 2   -  Expo Wide Tip Dry Erase Markers 

❖ 2   -  Spiral Notebooks  

❖ 1   -  Ream of Copy Paper 

❖ 1   -  Cheap Drawing Book (Optional if your child likes to draw in spare time) 

❖ 4  -   Good, Quality Folders (2 to keep empty for use as privacy during tests, 1 to keep extra work in 

that 

                is kept at school, and 1 for homework to go home and return each day.  Label the 2 for 

tests with 

                 name and test, label 1 with name and school and 1 with name and home. 

❖ 1  -   Set of Headphones for Computers (In a Ziploc Bag with Name on Bag)  

❖ 1  -   Pair of Gym Shoes (To be Left at School) 

❖ 1  -   Backpack 

❖ 1  -   Ruler (Marked with Centimeters & Inches) 

 

PLEASE DO NOT SEND: 
Ink Pens, Paints, or Trapper-Keepers. 

 

It is a good idea to buy extra to keep on hand at home.  Your child will be responsible for telling you that 

he/she is out of something.  However, they seldom give you much warning.  So it is best to buy it ahead of 

time.  Also, there are times when they will need crayons at home to do math homework.  It is good to have 

extra packs of the 8 basic color crayons.  They seem to use red and black a lot and run out of that quickly.  

We look forward to a good year with you and your child.   - The Second Grade Teachers 


